ComforTrack Plus Sidetrack System
Installation Instructions
These instructions are designed to be used with your specific shade’s lift type install instructions.
ENERGY EFFICIENCY

BASICS

Combined with the ComforTrack Plus system, your shade is designed to block the loss of

A few simple tools are required:
- Measuring tape
- Pencil

heat through your windows while preserving the opportunity to enjoy the “free” energy
available from direct sunlight. For maximum energy savings in most windows, the shade
should be fully lowered to enhance insulation during non-daylight hours.
In sunlit windows, a net solar energy gain may be achieved during the heating season by
opening the shade during bright daylight hours to admit energy from sunlight into the interior
room space.
MOUNT THE SHADE

Side Track
Rail with
Magnet

Magnet with
Foam Tape

Follow installation instructions specific to your shade type for bracket installation and
operation. Ensure that the shade is centered in the window opening so that a track can fit on either side of the shade.
TRACK MOUNTING
NOTE: DO NOT REMOVE THE BACK LINER FROM THE MAGNETS YET.


Tracks are notched at the top for side specific installation. You will receive one left and one
right track for each shade. The wider side of the track will point towards the window.



Place the top end of the track into the slotted end caps and carefully slide up into place (Fig
1). While holding the track in place, measure the distance from the front of the track to the
edge of the window frame at the top.



Mark the bottom of the window at the same point as the top measurement (Fig 2). Repeat
for other side.



Remove the shade. Peel the release liner back from the magnet. Carefully line the front
edge of the track up to the top and bottom marks without letting the tape touch the window
frame (Fig 3).



When correctly lined up, press the tape against the frame. Push firmly from top to bottom to
ensure a good adhesion (Fig 4). Repeat for the other track.

NOTE: OF MOST IMPORTANCE IS THAT BOTH TRACKS ARE PERFECTLY VERTICAL AND
LINE UP WITH THE NOTCH IN THE FABRIC IN ORDER TO ENSURE THE SHADE RIDES UP
AND DOWN ON THE TRACKS CORRECTLY.


Pull the tracks off the magnets and reinstall the shade.



Carefully slide the top of the track into the notch in the shade and push up. Let the track
snap onto the magnet. Repeat for the other side.
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NOTE: These instructions are designed to accompany the installation instructions for your specific shade type.

